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Topics of discussion: 
1. Compactor Area: 

a. In process of installing a new license plate camera closer to Martha’s 
Lane. 

b. New pvc boxes have been ordered to mount cameras on to make more 
weather resistant. 

c. Still need a discussion with Hillman (CCure Software) as to what we can 
do with software at the compactors as well as new back gate. 

d. Need to replace generic Ethernet wire with weatherproof wire we have. 
2. Back Gate: 

a. New gate will be installed using current card system.  We need to look at 
adding new technology, such as using an app, to open the back gate. 

b. New high resolution security cameras installed around the back gate. 
3. Chalet: 

a. Look into placing speakers outside. 
b. Will need to install new security system cameras in 2022. 
c. Instead of buying blackout curtains, let’s look into a large screen tv to 

replace the projector. Would be cheaper and clearer to read. Just need 
to take measurements to see what we can fit. 

d. Want to look into bringing back a webcam of the ski hill for the website. 
4. East Lake: 

a. Install a security camera system around the lake to also cover the tennis 
courts and be high-resolution.  Not going to cover the garden area. 

5. Locust Lake: 
a. Replace the current security camera system around the lake to get high 

resolution. 
6. General security camera notes like finding a brand to stick with for consistency. 

a. Before installing any new camera systems, we need to find a good brand 
to stick with for consistency.  Currently leaning on using HikVision 
systems. 

7. Electronic sign at the entrance. 
a. We have a proposal from Watchfire for approximately $20,000 per sign 

including many years of support and Internet service.  Will look to get 
additional proposals quickly. 

8. Website updates 
a. Look to place food preorders online for future events. 
b. Need to receive committee reports to post online, several posted now, just 

need a few more. 



c. Should get an employee trained to maintain some information on the 
website. 

d. A form to report concerns or ask questions is now online. 
9. Official village email addresses for the board and office should be created in 

the near future. 
10. Payment online for dues and other things would be nice. Must have 

surcharge for credit cards.   
a. Setup LLV Venmo account (electronic transfer) for dues payments? 
b. System to accept apple/google for payments at events.  What fees would 

we incur? 
11. Would like to get tablets for security people. Would need to access C3 

from the tablet. 
 
Final thoughts: 

1. Look into utilizing more features of our management and security systems to 
make things more centralized and simple. 

2. Continue to move things to the website to draw traffic and centralize 
information for owners. 

3. Communication sent out should be complete including links to materials as 
well as stream link. 

  


